
One of the great debates in HR circles is over what is strategic
(i.e., talent management) and what is merely administrative
with respect to human resource management (HRM) processes.

That which is strategic is considered worthy of executive attention, ac-
ademic research, attendance at expensive conferences, and the writing of
numerous articles. That which is merely administrative is beneath the
attention of senior management except when cutting costs or, heaven
forbid, when something goes wrong. And all of this discussion goes on
without a rigorous or consistent definition of either strategic or adminis-
trative HRM, let alone explaining their many interconnections or why
we should care.
In my article in the March issue of HRO today, we sidestepped a little

the definition of what is administrative but did explain the general con-
tents of that essential part of the HRM delivery system (HRMDS) plat-
form colloquially called the “system of record.” Much of the
administrative HRM functionality and record-keeping lies within the
system, and one way to set those boundaries within a given geogra-
phy/business tradition is by what is or is not regulated in some way or
governed by labor contracts. But the more important point made in last
month’s article—aside that everyone must have a system of record ob-
tained via licensing and on-premise or through a hosted deployment from
an ERP/HRMS or standalone HRMS vendor or subscribed via SaaS—is
that the system of record is also the foundation upon which all strategic
HRM tasks are conducted.

WHAT IS STRATEGIC HRM?
Strategic HRM, or the common industry term, talent management, is
not hard to define. It consists of the data, processes, and business rules—
hopefully automated to the max—delivered via intelligent self-service
and integrated as needed with the system of record to materially increase
the revenues and/or profits of the organization; for public sector organi-
zations, it increases the degree to which the mission is accomplished.
Strategic HRM improves the performance of individuals and groups

and enhances workforce performance by using methods most often de-
fined and championed by HR leadership, including:

• Better definition and organization of work roles;
• More accurate modeling of work role-specific KSAOCs, (knowl-

edge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics, including attitudes, and
work condition preferences and behaviors);
• Improved generation, selection, deployment, motivation, and re-

tention of KSAOC-rich persons;
• More flexibility to deploy KSAOC-rich non-employee workers, e.g.

consultants and contractors;
• Improved generation, collection, sharing, and deployment of orga-

nizational knowledge;
•More effective deployment of electronic performance support systems,

e.g. knowledge bases, analytics, and performance coaching applications;
• Greater motivation of the workforce toward desired behaviors, out-

comes, and KSAOC growth via targeted total compensation plans and
work environment programs;
• Improved forecasting and development of needed KSAOCs;
• Improved design and execution of performance management and

leadership development programs;
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• Creation of a work environment that re-
moves barriers to and encourages effective and
innovative performance;
• More effective relations with labor organ-

izations and with the workforce; and
• Better day-to-day coaching, mentoring, as-

signment, development and career planning,
and performance management.
Not surprisingly, KSAOCs are at the heart of

strategic HRM—finding, acquiring, motivat-
ing, developing, and removing barriers to un-
leash them. And KSAOCs must be at the heart
of your HRM processes and data if you’re trying
to do anything strategic about HRM. But it’s
also important to note that KSAOCs must con-
nect with positions, jobs, work units, employ-
ees, and non-employee workers, total
compensation plans, and labor organizations—
all stalwarts of the system of record.
Figure 1 provides a simple way of showing the

breadth and interconnectedness of strategic
HRM as well as demonstrating how KSAOCs
form the foundation of everything strategic
about the seven highest level HRM processes.
For each of these, the phrases shown are exam-
ples of what goes on in those processes, and
these phrases can only be completed by having
an agreed upon vocabulary, however colloquial
or situational.
Furthermore, the relationships among these

highest-level processes are all about KSAOCs:
organizing the work around them, attracting a
workforce which has them, developing them in
the workforce, incentivizing their use via total
compensation plan design, creating an envi-
ronment conducive to their use, forging rela-
tionships with labor organizations (which may
be tomorrow’s social networks) to obtain them,
and leading the workforce every day to deploy
them. It should be obvious by now that talent
management and the system of record are so
tightly intertwined that separating them
through conscious choices around software
platform components must be accompanied by
careful attention to how, how often, with what
compromises, and with what business justifica-
tion you integrate disparate talent management
applications on top of the system of record.
We can find strategic data connections inside

nearly all of our humble administrative transac-
tions, and therein lies a very real challenge for
HR leaders their or their BPO providers in the
design of their HRMDS platform. And there’s a
world of trouble ahead for any BPO customer
who thinks that they can offload their adminis-

trative system of record to their provider and
keep their talent management technology in-
house without planning for the needed tight in-
tegration or interfacing across all those
transactions that carry both types of data, reports
that require both types of data, and the action-
able analytics driven from them. If the system of
record isn’t designed to support the data needs of
those talent management applications, it’s very
costly and error-prone to either re-implement
the system of record or to maintain duplicate,
heavily massaged data in the talent management
applications.

SO WHAT TO DO?
There’s no one right answer for what combina-
tions of software brands, releases, or modules
work best in terms of putting together your ad-
ministrative and talent management HRMDS
platform, nor on what business model or de-
ployment basis these components should be ob-
tained. Much depends on your platform starting
point, your particular strategic HRM require-
ments, the extent of your global footprint, the
quality of your underlying data and coding
structures, and many other factors, including

your budget. However, we can offer some guid-
ance on how to approach these questions and
try to head off clearly wrong combinations.
� The ERP Story. First and foremost, the more
disparate pieces you (or your comprehensive
HRM BPO provider) have to hook together
and maintain as the components on each side
change over time, the more costly, error-prone,
and fragile your HRMDS platform will be. And
that’s when the systems integration is done
well. Given the myriad interconnections be-
tween the system of record and your strategic
HRM processes, there’s an obvious business case
for getting as much as possible of both from the
same vendor, assuming that the provider really
has a completely integrated administrative/
strategic HRM suite, that it has a great UI and
the right functionality, that services are deliv-
ered via your desired business and deployment
models, and that the initial and long-term total
costs (not just of ownership but of overall HRM
service delivery) are acceptable.
However, getting a lot of HRM software from

a single vendor isn’t much help if critically
needed talent management functionality isn’t
available; if you’re running on an older version of
their products for which the newer functionality

1.0: Manage the
Organizational Structure

Current/future needs for …
Regulatory/contractual needs for …
Current/future costs of …
Jobs/positions/teams must have …
Redesign work around …
Outsource to get results of ...

2.0: Staff the
Organizational Structure

Acquisition/deployment strategies for …
Applicant pool of and sourcing for…
Market value of …
Acquisition/deployment of …
On-boarding and offboarding of …
Testing and assessment for ...
Expat/repat of …

3.0
Develop the Workforce

Development strategies for …
Record development of …
Test development outcomes for ...
Develop products/events which impart …
Deliver products/events which impart …

4.0
Compensate Employees

Compensate* to acquire/retain …
Compensate to protect …
Compensate to unleash …
Compensate to reward …
Compensate to ensure development of …
* Total compensation includes benefits

5.0
Manage the Work Environment

Eliminate barriers to use of …
Eliminate barriers to acquisition/

deployment of …
Protect … from accident and injury
Provide resources to support ...
Create desirable environment to

attract/retain …

6.0
Manage Relations with

Labor Organizations
Manage labor relations

to obtain and unleash …
Avoid work actions which remove ...
Negotiate with unions which provide ...
Negotiate labor agreements

which unleash …

7.0
Lead the Workforce

Schedule availability of ...
Equip ... to perform
Mentor … to perform
Development plans for …
Performance plans for …
Assessments of …
Assign work to ...

KSAOC

Fig. 1: KSAOC-CENTERED BUSINESS MODEL



isn't being delivered; if the new functionality
isn’t really integrated except by marketing;
and/or if their software produces a total cost of
service delivery that is over the top.
As of now, the ERP/HRMS and standalone

HRMS vendors have added and continue to
add to the latest releases of their products inte-
grated talent management functionality. They
have the clear intention of being a one-stop
shop for their customers’ administrative and
strategic HRM platform, at least for the bulk of
that platform. SAP, Oracle, Lawson, and Ulti-
mate are clearly on this path. But for many cus-
tomers running on older releases from these
vendors, or on a system of record from the soft-
ware graveyard, whether on-premise or hosted
(including BPO), rich talent management
functionality may need to be provided through
some combination of add-ons because of the
cost, elapsed time, and enterprise considera-
tions of upgrading to the more talent manage-
ment-rich releases of these products.
� The TM Suite Story. The rise of talent
management software vendors has been a direct
result of the historical lack of this functionality
in the ERP and HRMS market, the fast-mov-
ing customer demand for these capabilities, the
deep and specialized subject matter expertise
that talent management software design re-
quires, and the power of newer architectures,
especially multi-tenancy and SaaS. The emer-
gence of first narrow talent management
process vendors and now talent management
suite vendors is a very sensible response to min-
imizing the costs of integration across the in-
terconnections of those strategic HRM
processes. The best of the talent management
suites offer a depth and breadth of strategic
HRM functionality, along with rich user expe-
riences and increasingly embedded intelligence,
and their functionality goes beyond what ERP
and HRMS competitors offer.
The best of them, which have truly modern

architectures and deploy their products with
multi-tenancy, are also able to roll out en-
hanced functionality quickly and to every cus-
tomer at the same time. However, all of these
talent management software suite vendors are
painfully aware of the difficulties they en-
counter during implementation when the cus-
tomer’s system of record does not provide an
adequate foundation of clean, timely, properly
coded, and sufficiently granular data to make
effective use of their talent management tools.
And even if the customer’s system of record is

perfect in terms of its data and structure, layer-
ing on a talent management suite means pay-
ing for all of the technical systems integration
work, initially and in perpetuity, whether di-
rectly or via the pricing offered by your BPO or
managed services provider.

CONVERGENCE IS COMING
Not surprisingly, some of the talent management
vendors have extended their functionality, par-
ticularly in offerings to the middle market, so
that their products can become the system of
record, albeit without taking on the truly heavy
lifting, from a regulated or contractual function-
ality perspective of payroll, benefits administra-
tion, and time and attendance. Early to this
system of record direction was Softscape, but
some other vendors, including Stepstone, are
now seeking to be that system of record, at least
for some target markets. Coming at the system
of record from the talent management direction
can ensure a more strategic view of those em-
ployee life cycle transactions that have been
viewed historically through too administrative a
lens, but it’s no easy matter to take on the regu-
latory compliance and more complex object
model/application architecture demands of ex-
pansion into the system-of-record arena.
We also see quite a few U.S.-only, historically

administrative HRM software packages—
which target the middle market—adding talent
management functionality to meet customer
demand, but it’s not an easy matter to redo a
product’s object model to put KSAOCs at the
center rather than administrative employee
data. Unless you’re using one of the packages
on a SaaS basis, you have the same difficulty in
getting to that latest release functionality as
your ERP/HRMS colleagues, albeit at a very dif-
ferent price point. Ultimate Software is an ex-
ample of one such firm quickly moving from a
purely administrative focus to include more tal-
ent management functionality, and its new
commitment to SaaS deployment means new
customers will always be on the current release.
There are a third set of vendors that have

built HRM software from the ground up to meet
both the HRM strategic and administrative re-
quirements of their customers. Workday, the
brainchild of PeopleSoft founder Dave Duffield,
certainly fits this description, as does Meta4, a
much more developed product in terms of both
strategic and administrative functionality,
which is distributed widely in Europe and

Latin/South America but not in the U.S. Law-
son has even rolled out a new HCM suite. Be-
cause Workday is quite new, it doesn’t yet
deliver the broad, deep, and global administra-
tive foundation of its ERP or standalone HRMS
competitors. It also doesn’t yet deliver the
broad, deep, and increasingly global strategic
functionality of the best of its talent manage-
ment competitors. But because it is a well-
funded vendor with an underlying architecture
that facilitates the needed functionality build-
out, its customers expect the platform to take
them where they need to go in a reasonable
timeframe. Lawson’s HCM products are also
quite new and delivered as a SaaS solution.
Please note that while talent management soft-
ware delivered SaaS is widely accepted, many
IT leaders shudder when SaaS is mentioned in
the same breath with system of record.

THE RECESSION OF 2009
And then along comes the great recession of
our time, escalating the HRMDS platform
dilemma. The system of record is not optional,
even if it’s not very strategic, and keeping it up
to date is going to be harder than ever given the
HRM-related activism accompanying govern-
ment efforts to lift the devastated economy. Tal-
ent management technology really is strategic
when properly deployed and used to deliver cor-
rectly designed strategic HRM processes.
Can HR departments afford to do both in

these times? Can they afford not to? Should you
nurse your older system of record while invest-
ing in talent management add-ons, or should you
risk an outright failure by a vendor on life sup-
port? Can you justify a painful ERP/HRMS up-
grade to get talent management functionality or
should you layer an add-on talent management
application or two on top of your ERP/HRMS?
Or should you just find a comprehensive HRM
BPO provider who’s got this sorted out and can
spread its costs widely enough to make them af-
fordable? The longer the recession continues, the
more HR leaders will be faced with these ques-
tions. At the same time, they’ll be hampered by
smaller budgets, and vendors will be less capable
of making the needed investments, so let’s all
hope for an early spring. HRO
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